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The Mammoth Site of Hot Springs

The Mammoth Site is at the forefront of Quaternary research, with a
strong emphasis on the study of mammoths and their relatives.
Additionally, we aspire to be a leader in scientific education and

outreach, with a strong emphasis on educational and public
programming, exhibits, and publications.  We foster global scientific

collaboration through on-site and related field research, and peer-
reviewed scientific publications.  To continue to be a primary leader
in the scientific community, the long-term preservation and curation

of The Mammoth Site is essential.

To provide comprehensive educational and public education concerning the
Quaternary (Ice Age) record, with an emphasis on The Mammoth Site and
surrounding northern Great Plains; and other locales around the globe
To serve as a world-class center specializing in mammoth and Quaternary research;
To investigate and interpret The Mammoth Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota;
To protect, preserve, and manage collections housed at The Mammoth Site of Hot
Springs, South Dakota;
To foster global cooperative efforts in Quaternary research.

Our mission is the preservation, research, and interpretation of The Mammoth
Site of Hot Springs, South Dakota, and development of a broad understanding of

the Late Ice Age record across a global framework.

Mission Statement

Vision

Purpose



Activity 1

Sinkhole-In-A-Glass
Woolly and Columbian mammoths walked the Earth thousands of
years ago, and in 1974 pieces of mammoth tusks were discovered by
a construction worker digging into the hillside to build houses in Hot
Springs, South Dakota. Many years later, The Mammoth Site is still an
active paleontological dig site, with new discoveries every day. Before
we learn more about The Mammoth Site, let’s experiment on how the
mammoths ended up trapped in the Sinkhole!

Ice Age Exploration
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Project skill: Gathering supplies to demonstrate sinkhole formation
Life skill: Experimental learning
Educational standard: MS-ESS2-2. Construct an explanation based on evidence
for how geoscience processes have changed Earth's surface at varying time
and spatial scales.
Success indicator: Completing the Sinkhole experiment

What To Do
Create your own sinkhole experiment, collect
the following materials and follow the
instructions, and mark down your
observations each step in your adventure log!
 
Directions:
1. Use frosting to seal the 16 sugar cubes
together as a 4x4 square, then spread a thick
layer of frosting over the top of the block. You
have now created a limestone layer. The
frosting acts as the calcite, the mineral from
the dissolving limestone, that helped cement
the sinkhole soil together.
 
2. Pour your sand into the clear plastic cup to
represent the rocks on the bottom of a cavern.
 
3. Begin warming your clay, once it is soft
create a ring or worm around the clear plastic
cup, once that is done, place your donut-
shaped cardboard circle on top of the clay ring
around your cup.

Ice Age Exploration

Materials
Wax paper
Clear plastic cup
16 sugar cubes
One ball of clay
A cardboard circle cut
out like a donut
1 tsp of white frosting
Paper plate
3oz of sand
1/4th teaspoon soil
One small wooden or
pewter toy
Water cup

Learning Outcomes
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4. Place your cup and cardboard onto a paper plate to keep a clean
space to work.
 
5. Place the limestone layer (frosted sugar cubes) on top of the
cardboard and sprinkle soil evenly on top of the limestone layer.
 
6. Place your animal toy on top of the limestone layer, and gently begin
to pour water on top of the limestone.
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7. Watch as the water begins to
dissolve the limestone and the
animal begins to fall into the
sinkhole. Observe in what position
the mammoths falls into the
sinkhole.

The bones at The Mammoth Site are
not petrified or turned to stone, the
warm water in the sinkhole helped

preserved their 
original material.

Did You Know?
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Background
The Mammoth Site sinkhole formed from the collapse
of an underground cavern. When the cavern caved in,
the ground above it sank. Underground water then filled
the sinkhole with water that was about 95 degrees
Fahrenheit. The Spearfish Shale, a very slippery rock
surrounded the sinkhole and helped to trap the
mammoths who came to the sinkhole to eat the plants
that grew around it. The mammoths died in the sinkhole
and were buried by sediment the water moved around.
Eventually, the spring dried up. Once the water tap was
shut off, the layers of sediment covering the mammoths
hardened into rocks that protected the bones leaving
the fossils for scientists to study hundreds of thousands
of years later.
 

Resources
Want to learn more about The Mammoth Site, check out these great resources!

The Hot Springs Mammoth Site by Drs. Larry D. Agenbroad, and Jim I. Mead
The Mammoth Site A Treasure Trove of Clues To The Past By Drs. Sharon E.
Holte and Jim I. Mead
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